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MOUFANG LOOPS OF SMALL ORDER. I
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ORIN CHEIN

ABSTRACT. The main result of this paper is the determination of all non-

associative Moufang loops of orders *31. Combinatorial type methods are used

to consider a number of cases which lead to the discovery of 13 loops of the

type in question and prove that there can be no others. All of the loops found

are isomorphic to all of their loop isotopes, are solvable, and satisfy both

Lagrange's theorem and Sylow's main theorem.

In addition to finding the loops referred to above, we prove that Moufang

loops of orders p, p , p   or pq (for p and q prime) must be groups.

Finally, a method is found for constructing nonassociative Moufang loops

as extensions of nonabelian groups by the cyclic group of order 2.

L Introduction. In studying algebraic objects, it is frequently useful to have

many examples at one's fingertips. In the case of Moufang loops that are not

groups, the scarcity of manageable examples is one of the difficulties that we

have encountered. It is the purpose of this paper to begin to remedy this situa-

tion by finding all Moufang loops of order < 31.0) There are 13 such loops-one

of order 12, five of order 16, one of order 20, five of order 24, and one of order 28.

The order structures, nuclei and subloops of these loops are given (Tables 3, 4

and 5). All of the loops are G-loops (i.e. they are isomorphic to all of their loop

isotopes) and they are solvable. Lagrange's theorem and Sylow's main theorem

hold in all of them. In terms of the M^-laws of Pflugfelder [10], some of the

loops are M}-loops, some are M7-loops, and some are strictly Moufang.

In the course of studying these loops, we find a general method of construct-

ing nonassociative Moufang loops as extensions of groups (see Theorem 1). We

also prove that, for p and q being primes, Moufang loops of order pq or of order

p" for n < 3 are groups.
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(1) In order to know the Moufang loops of order n, one must know the groups of

order £ n/2. Since the groups of order s 15 are well known, whereas the groups of order

16 and larger start getting messy, 31 was chosen as our stopping point. However, we

hope to extend our work in a future paper.
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We would like to thank the referee for his suggestions which led to the

shortening of the proofs of Propositions 1 and 5 and of the discussion of case 3

appearing on pp. 46—47.

II. Background and notation. A Moufang loop is a loop L in which the

identity

(1) (ab)(ca) = Ubc)]a

holds for all a, b, c e L.

In order to study Moufang loops of order < 31, we must know all groups of

order < 15. These groups are discussed in many books on group theory (see, for

example, [1, Chapter 5, §3])» and some familarity with them will be assumed here.

However, for future reference, we have included in Table 1 a list of the noncyclic

groups of order < 15, together with the possible orders of elements in a minimal

set of generators. (Note that, slightly contrary to proper usage, we call a set of

generators minimal if there is no set of generators which contains fewer elements,

rather than calling it minimal if no proper subset is a set of generators.)

Table 1

Noncyclic groups and orders of their generators

Group

C2 x C2

S3=D3

C4 x C2

^2 ^ ^2 ^ ^2

Q

Cj x C

C, x C,

Order

3

'12

4

6

8

8

8

8

9

10

12

12

12

12

14

Minimal #

of generators

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Order of generators in minimal sets

2 and 2

2 and 3, or 2 and 2

2 and 4, or 4 and 4

2, 2 and 2

4 and 4

2 and 4, or 2 and 2

3 and 3

2 and 5, or 2 and 2

2 and 6, or 6 and 6

2 and 3, or 3 and 3

2 and 6, or 2 and 2

3 and 4, 4 and 4, or 6 and 4

2 and 7, or 2 and 2
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Notation. Cn is the cyclic group of order n.

Dn is the dihedral group of order 2n.

Sn is the symmetric group on « symbols.

Q is the group of units in the quaternions.

is the alternating group on n symbols.

Gj2 is the remaining nonabelian group of order 12. (It may be

thought of as the group of (2 x 2) matrices generated by (" 0) and (* ^ where

i = v^l and e2 + t + 1 = 0. Its multiplication table may be found in [l, Table

5.4, p. 155].)

In addition to this knowledge of groups, we make use of the following facts

about Moufang loops:

(i) The identity (1) is equivalent to each of the identities

(2) albicb)] = [U)c\b

and

(3) albiac)] = [(ab)a]c

[2, Lemma 3.1, p. 115].

(ii) Moufang loops are diassociative—i.e., any two elements generate a sub-

group [9, p. 421]. (Thus, in searching for nonassociative Moufang loops, one or

two generator loops need not be considered.) Note that diassociativity implies

the following inverse properties: If ab = 1 then ba = 1; b is denoted by a-1

and, for any c in L, (ca)a~l = c, a~l(ac) = c, and (ac)"1 = C~ a~

(iii) Moufang's theorem. If three elements of a Moufang loop associate in

some order, then they generate a subgroup [2, p. 117].

(iv) The order of any element in a Moufang loop divides the order of the

loop [2, Theorem 1.2, p. 92].

If (L, •) is a finite loop, the order of L will be denoted by \L\; and if

x e L, then the order of x will be denoted by |x|.

If Xj, x2,' • •, x. eh, then the subloop of L generated by x j, — , x^ will

be denoted by (xj, • • •, x^).

If H is a subloop of L, and x e L, then (H, x) will denote the smallest sub-

loop of L which contains both H and x.

Finally, if L is a Moufang loop, we will denote its nucleus by N. (The

nucleus of a Moufang loop L is the set of all elements which associate with

every pair of elements of L—i.e. a e N if and only if, for every b, c e L, {ab)c =

a(bc); (ba)c = b{ac) and b(ca) = (bc)a.) The nucleus of a Moufang loop is a

subgroup.
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III. Preliminary results.

Lemma 1. // H is a subloop of a finite Moufang loop L, and if x € L is not

in H, let d be the smallest divisor > 1 of \x\ such that \x\/d divides \H\.

(Clearly |x|/|x| divides \H\, so, for any x and any H, d exists.) Then \(H, x)\

>d\H\.

Proof. Consider all elements of the form hx',  where h e H, 0<i<d. U

h^x' = h-jX1, for some i < j, then, by diassociativity, h^ = {h2x')x~' = h2(x}~'), so

x,_< = h~lhl e H. Let r = / - i. Then 0 < r < d, and xr e H. If the greatest com-

mon divisor (r, |x|) = t, then there exist integers u, v such that ru + v \x\ = t.

Thus x* = *™MX! = (*T(>I)V = WT e H. Thus |x'| divides However,

since t divides |x|, |x'| = \x\/t. Thus t is a divisor of |x| suchthat |x|/r

divides \H\. But, if r ^ 0, then / < r < d, so that, by the way d was chosen,

r=l or r = 0. Ifr = l, then x e H contrary to assumption. Thus r = 0, so i = j

and hl = h2.  Thus the elements hx', h e H, 0<i<d, are distinct, and there are

d\H\ of them, so the lemma is proven.

Corollary 1. // \(H, x)| = d\H\, then every element of (H, x) may be uniquely

expressed in the form hx', where h e H and 0<i<d.

Proof. Since the elements hx' are distinct and since there are exactly d\H\

= \(H, x)| of them, they are all the elements in (H, x).

Corollary 2. // H and x are as above and |x| is prime, then \{H, x)\ >

\x\\H\.

Corollary 3. // a nonassociative Moufang loop L of order < 31 contains an

element z of order > 3, and if x, y € L, y 4 (z) and x 4 (y, z), then L = (x, y, z).

(By diassociativity, since L is not a group, such x and y exist.)

Proof. By Lemma 1,

|<*. v. z>l>2|y,z|>4|2|>l6.

If L ^ (x, y, z), then there exists w e L, w 4 (*, y, z). But then |L| >

\(w, x, y, z)\ > 2 • |(x, y, z)\ > 32-contradiction.

Proposition 1. // p is a prime, then a Moufang loop L of order p* is a group.

Proof. By [7, Theorem 4, p. 397] L is centrally nilpotent. Let Z be the

center of L. Then \L/Z\\p2. Thus L/Z=(xZ,yZ) for some x, y e L. There-

fore, L = (x, y, Z) = (x, y) Z. Every element of L may therefore be expressed in

the form gz, where g e <x, y) and z € Z. Clearly, (gfy 82z2'8)z}>:!' ^gi'82'8^'

Hence, by diassociativity, L is a group.
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Corollary 4. // p is prime, every Moufang loop L of order p or p2 is a group.

Proof. // |L| - p then \L x C p2\ = p3; if \L\ » p2 then \L x Cp\ = p3. In

either case, L is isomorphic to a subloop of the direct product which, by Proposi-

tion 1, is a group. Hence L is a group.

Proposition 2. A Moufang loop of exponent 2 is a group.

Proof. If x, y e L, then (xy)2 = 1 so yx = *~1y_1 = xy. Thus L is commu-

tative. Hence, for each x in L, x3 is in the nucleus ft of L (2, Theorem 5.5,

p. 130]. However, x2 = 1 is in ft, and ft is a group, so x e ft. Hence ft = L and

L is a group.

Proposition 3. // p awa" a are distinct primes, p < q, then every Moufang loop

L of order pq is a group.

Proof. If there exists y € L such that |y| ■ q, then choose x e L such that

x i (y). Since |x| divides \L\, \x\ = p, a or pa. In any case, by Lemma 1,

Kx» y)\ ^ P \(y)\    Pi " |L|. Thus L = (x, y) and hence is a group.

There are now two cases to consider.

(i) If pq is odd, then Glauberman [7, Corollary to Theorem 13, p. 411] proved

that L has an element of order q, and hence the result follows.

(ii) If pq is even, then p = 2. Since the existence of an element of order q

finishes the proof, we may assume that each element of L is of order 2. But then

the result follows from Proposition 2.

IV. Main results. We proceed to find all Moufang loops L of order < 31 by

use of messy case analyses dealing with the orders of the elements in minimal

sets of generators of L.

We begin with the case in which every minimal set of generators of L contains

an element of order 2. We obtain

Theorem 1. // L is a nonassociative Moufang loop for which every minimal

set of generators contains an element of order 2, then there exists a nonabelian

group G, and an element x of order 2 in L, such that each element of L may be

uniquely expressed in the form gxa, where g e G, a = 0, 1, and the product of

two elements of L is given by

(4) (giXSXg2*f) = (g\g^Yx%^

where v = (- 1 )f and (i = (- l)e+S.

Conversely, given any nonabelian group G, the loop L constructed as indi-

cated above is a nonassociative Moufang loop.
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Proof. Let {x, «,»• • • , un\ be a minimal set of generators for L containing

the fewest possible elements of order 2. (By the hypothesis of the theorem, we

may assume that x is of order 2.) Let G = («j»- • •» «n). If g e G then

{gx, Bjf«««» un\ generate L, so that, by the way x, »«„ were chosen, gx

must be of order 2. Hence, (gx)2 = g*g* = 1, so gx= x-1g-1 = *g_1. Also, by

diassociativity and (1),

If e= 0, this is just gjg2. If e = 1, then (gjUgj «|, «2'" * ♦      is a set

of generators for L, so that, by the assumption made above, (gjKg^gj.)*])2 =

Similarly, i(g~1g1)x, Uj,-• • ,      is a set of generators, so t(g~ ^^x]2» 1. Hence,

«l(x«2) = «2[(«21SlW«2 =*"1(«21«1)"1 =(«2'«l^'^lW'^-

Thus, if we let v => (- 1 )f, we see that, regardless of the value of e, gj(*eg2) =

(gj g2)vx(. Thus, using diassociativity and (2), we see that

(g/Xg^ = {[(g/Xg^k V8 = {g^xV^llx-8 = {g^/g^lc-8,

where

H if t + S = 0 (mod

I—1 otherwise

Hence, by our previous argument,

(g^SXg2^ = Wg) vu-s = (g^V8.

Thus the product of two elements of the form gxa is again of that form. Hence,

the elements of the form gx' form a subloop of L. But since x, «.»•••» «n can

each be expressed in the form g*a, this subloop is all of L.

If gjXa - g2x^, 0 < a, ß < 1, then xa~& =« g" lg2 € G. However • ,uH

cannot generate L, so a — ß£tl; therefore a - ß = 0 and ct. = ß. Thus gj = g2,

and the expression is unique.

Thus, to complete the proof, we must show elements of the form gxa, under

the operation defined by (4), form a nonassociative Moufang loop if and only if

G is a nonabelian group.

If L is Moufang, let a = gj, i * g2, c = g^x. Then

uxc*)=(g^xtgj*^]=(g1g2)[(g3gr1w=[(g3gr1xgig2)^-

Also

[aibc)]a = lg1tg2(g3x)]lgi = IgjKgjgjWlg!

= !Kg3g2)gikigi - 5Kg3g2)gilgr1^ = (g3g2)*-

2) =(-■)»».
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Hence, (g3g~ l)igyg2) - (g3g2)» so [(gjg^Xgjg^lg^1 = (gjg^gf1. Thus

for any gj, g2> g} e G. Hence G is a group.

To see if L is associative, let a =■ gjXa,    = g2x^> c = g-t*"* > Then

(a&)c = L(g11g21) lx ö](g3x/) = Ugilg21)     g3 J x

where ^ = (- lV3, it, = (- l)a+/3 ,     = (- l)*, p2 - (- l)a+/3+r;

where ^ - (-1)*- *2. H3 = (- l)^+r, *4 = (- D*** =■ flj, f*4 = (- l)a*ß^ - p:,,

Thus L is associative if and only if

u v\ ßl\vlv2 ^21 v2    r ßit V2 ßi\v2ß2^i

K«l «2 )       *3 1 («2 «3 1       ] •

Taking 0.-0 = 0, y = l, g3 = 1, this becomes [(g^)"1]-1 = [g~ 1{g~1)]-1, or

gjg2 = g2gy So if L is associative then G is abelian. Conversely, if G is

abelian, then

1^1 g2 '       83 J     =Sl«2 «3

and

r^3/ ^^^^Z^l^ _ „ /2^3/2^2
Lgl ^2 «3 '      J       «1^2 «3

However,        = (- 1)   = /^f^' so L- *s associative.

The final step in the proof is to show that if G is a group then L is Moufang.

This involves a straightforward, although somewhat messy computation.

We must check the Moufang law (1). Let a = gjXa, b = g2x@, c = g-f*. Then

and

Wie)]« = .(g^'Htgj4«,4) V+^KgjX0)

where
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^ = (-1)^ = ^, „4-(-i)y

//, = (-i)a+/3+r, ^-(-i)^.^,

^ = (-1)^ = ^, „6-(-i)*.„2.
Therefore, we need

There are eight cases that need be considered, depending on the values of a, ß

and y. These are exhibited in Table 2.

Thus L is Moufang, and the proof is complete. Q.EJ).

If G is a nonabelian group of order n, then the Moufang loop L formed as in

the theorem with be denoted by M, (G, 2).

Corollary 5. The only nonassociative Moufang loops of order < 31 in which

every minimal set of generators contains an element of order 2 are

A. M12(S}, 2) (2) E. M24(A4, 2)

B. Ml6(Q, 2) F. M24(D6, 2) (2)

C. M16(D4, 2) (2) G. M24(Gl2,2)

D. M20(D5, 2) (2) H. M28(D7, 2).(2)

Proof. The corollary follows directly from Theorem 1, by use of Table 1.

As a result of Theorem 1, we may now restrict our attention to nonassociative Moufang

loops having a minimal set of generators, each element of which is of order greater

than 2. Thus, in particular, for every y, z e L, there exists an x 4(y, z) such

that |x| > 2.

Proposition 4. A nonassociative Moufang loop L which contains an element

x of order > 7 must be of order > 31.

(2) The loops M4^(D^, 2) were actually discussed in [3] (see Example 4), where they

were denoted by L^(k).  The isomorphism between M^Dp 2) and L^(k) may be given by

x — a, y — b, z — c, where      =(y, z>, y2 = z* = (yz)2 = 1, and every element of M^D^, 2)

is expressed in the form (z a y ß )x7, 0 s a < k, 0 S ß, y s 1. Ml2(Sit2) is the smallest

Moufang loop [4, Main theorem].
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Table 2

(ab)(ca)

39

[a(bc)]a

Kglg2"%3 '«.M = gigj'gj'gj

[(grVsr1«!1""1^!^1«!

(glg2Xg3gl) = gig2g3gl

[gr1(g2gr1)"15"1gr1=g2ß?1

[g^gl^)-^! =gig31g2gi

itgrVg^'V''1-«^1«!

[g71<s2«3= gig3g2"1gi

itg^V1"1«!1"1^!1^

[g1(g2g3)]gl = S^^l

Proof. There must exist y, z e L such that y 4 (x) and z 4 (x, y) . By

Lemma 1,

W>l<*. y. 2>l>2|<*, y>|>4|<x>|>32.

Proposition 5. The only nonassociative Moufang loops L of order < 31

which contain an element z of order 5 or 7 are M2Q(.Dy 2) and M28(D7, 2).

Proof. If every minimal set of generators of L contains an element of order

2, then the result follows easily from Corollary 5 and a knowledge of the groups

in Table 1.

Assume there exists a minimal set S of generators each of which is of order

greater than 2.

Let a, b € S. (We may assume (a, b) is not cyclic otherwise S would not be

minimal.) Since L is not associative, L ^ (a, b), and so, by Lemma 1, (a, b) < 15.

If z € (a, b), a survey of Table 1 implies that (a, b) = D5 or Dy. But then either

a or b would be of order 2, contrary to assumption. Thus, z 4 ifl, b). By Corollary

2, L = (z, a, b) and {a, b) < 6. But this is incompatible with the fact that neither a

nor b is of order 2. Thus the assumption must be false, and the proposition

follows.

From this point on, a familiarity with the groups listed in Table 1 is important.

The remainder of our argument is divided into three cases depending on the

orders of the elements in L.

Case 1. L contains an element z of order 6. If * 4 (z), then, since

L cannot be generated by two elements, there exists a y 4 (x, z). By

Lemma 1,
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31 > W > \{x, y, z)\ >2\(x, z)\,

so |(x, z)\ < 15. Since (x, z) is a group containing an element of order 6, a quick

survey of Table 1 shows that (x, z) Si Cg x C2, (x, z) Si Dfi or (x, z) & G12. A

knowledge of these groups tells us that \x\ £ 3.

We now consider several subcases:

1(a) There exist x, y both of order 6 in L, such that y 4 (z) and x 4 (y, z).

Then <x, y) Si <x, z) Si (y, z) = C2 x C&. By replacing x and/or y by their

inverses if necessary, we may assume that x2 = y2 = z2. Since (x, y) Si C2 x C"6,

and x2 = y2, \xy\ = 6. But then (xy, z) Si C2 x Cg so that (xy)z = z(xy). However,

[(xy)z]y - x(yzy) = x(y2z) = xz3 = (xz)z2 = (xz)y2

so that

z(xy) = (xy)z = [(xz)y2]y~1 = (xz)y = (zx)y.

Thus L is a group, so case 1(a) cannot occur.

1(b) There exists y 4 (z) such that |y| = 6, but, for every x 4 (y, z), |x| ^6.

Since (x, z) S C2 x C6, Dg or G12, |x| = 2 or 4. However, if |x| = 2 for each

x 4 (y, z), then every minimal set of generators of L contains an element of order

2; hence |x| = 4 for some x 4 (y. z).

(y, z) S C2 x C6, and, as we did before, we may assume that y2 = z2. Also

<x, z) a (x, y) Si G12, so that x2 = zi and x2 = y3. Thus y3 = z3. But then

y = z, contrary to assumption. Hence case 1 (b) cannot occur.

1(c) For each w 4 (z), \w\ < 6. Again, since (w, z) Si C2 x C&, D&, or G12,

= 2 or 4. Hence, since not every minimal set of generators of L contains an

element of order 2, there exist x, y 6 L such that |x| = |y| = 4, and, by Corollary

3, L =(x, y, z).

(x, z) ~ (y, z) ~ G12, and   (x, y) Si C2 x C4< ß, or GJ2   (see Table 1).

However, if (x, y) Si G12, then there exists, contrary to assumption, an element

of order 6 which is not in (z). Thus (x, y) Si C2 x C4 or Q. In either case x2 =

y2 = z3 and zx = xz~ 1 and zy = yz~     If (x, y) S C2 x C4, then (xy)2 = 1, so

(xy, z) SS C2 x C6 or Dg. In the former case (xy)z is of order 6, contrary to

assumption; thus (xy, z) Si Dg and z (xy) = (xy)z-1.

If (x, y) = Q, then |xy| = 4 and so (xy, z) = GJ2 and z (xy) = (xy)z'1.

Thus in either case z (xy) = (xy)z~!.

Consider the elements of L of the form (xay^)zy. Since x2 =y2 and y2 =

z3, we may assume that 0 < a, ß < 1, 0 < y < 5, e.g.,

(x3y)z5 = (xx2y)z5 = (xy3)z5 = [(xy)z3]z5 = (xy)z2.
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If we can show that the product of two elements of this form is again of this form,

then, since x, y and z are of this form and L = (x, y, z) every element of L is

expressible in this form. Also, since there are at most 24 distinct elements of this

form and |L| = |(x, y, z)\ > 2 \(y, z)\ = 24, every element of L is uniquely expres-

sible in the form {xayß)zy, where 0 < a, ß < 1, 0 < y < 5.

To investigate the multiplication of (xay^)zy by (xayT)zp, let a = xayß

and v = x°yr. If v ^ 1 (i.e. v = x,y or xy), then zv = fZ~ ; thus

27+/°   |f „= 1 )
[(az^z^-a^V^ '

\UZ   ' Tr     It  V = 1 I

'a(vz^) otherwise!

If f j£ 1 but a = 1, this is just vzp; and if a = v £ 1, we get a2z^. If a2 ^ 1 then

a2 = z3. Hence, if a ^ 1, v ^ 1, a ^ v, and 0 = 0 if a2 = 1, = 3 otherwise,

uivzP) = a(z"^) = atUe-^a-2)t,] = a[(a" lzp~ V l)v]

= aia-Hz^^a-^)]! = zp~ VM = (a" 1 «,)**-' = (az^i/lz^ = (*«/)*-

(The last step follows since z* e (v), as z3 = x2 = y2.) Putting this all together,

we find that

uzy+p ifu = l

{uzy)(vzp) =

vz p-y It v tl, a = l

a z if a = ^l

(aiOz-''-7 otherwise

Setting

{1   if f = 1   1 (   1   if a = 1, or D = 1, oc u = v\
>   and   v = < >,

-1   otherwise) I-1   otherwise >

this becomes ffcO = (uv)z^y4tvp.

Replacing u and v by their expressions in terms of x and y, we get

(5) [(xy^UU^zl = (xVxV )zw

where

1—1   otherwise )

and

I   1   if a=j8 = 0, or c = r=0, or a=a,ß = rt ^^aT+ßo-

1—1   otherwise )

We now consider two subcases.

Case l(Cj). If (x, y) at C2 x C4, then xy = yx, and /y^V = xa+£ry^+r.

Thus (5) becomes
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(6) [(x^^Kx^z^ = ua+y v

where ft and v are as defined above.

This product is of the desired form, so that, as stated previously, every ele-

ment of l is expressible in this form, and (6) gives the rule for multiplying two

elements of l. Thus l has the following presentation:

L = (x, y, z: x2 = y2 = z\ z6 = 1, [(xay%r][(xayr)z^ = U^/^r+vp

where /t and i> are as defined above).

To see that a Moufang loop having this presentation actually exists, let a =

(xayß)zy, b = (xayT)zp, c = (xSye)z7'. We then check the Moufang identity (1).

(ab){ca) = (*2a+a+y/W)/3^1r+V)+,VM2'?+l'2>')

Ubc)]a   = (x2a*"**y2P#i*)/£Sy*vfawAv)\+v6y

where

p4.(_i)W«, v4 = (-ir^,

p^ = (_i)s+(7'-K+'"+(8+o-)(e+r)>     „ _ (_!)a(r+<)+Äo-+S)t

ft6 - ft2. V6 = (- D«(/»*+0+«a+«r+8>.

For the Moufang identity to hold, we need the coefficients of y, p and -q in

(ab)(ca) to be congruent modulo 6 to those in [a(6c)]a. The coefficients of y

are ftj/itj + v2Vj and /i5/z6 + v6 respectively. Since (- l)2* = I, we find

/tj^3 + v2v} = (_i)a+^+t7'+r+s+f+0','+a/s+a<+/3S+Sf + (.^A^+o-f+rS+ar

^5^6 + ^6 = (-l)a+^+a^+'r+S+r'K+8e+Sr+0'f+0'r+ (_l)ar+a*+#r+>88.

Thus

^P3+Y3 = (-lf^-^V6^6).

If (_ D«»r+8r-af-/38 = (_ tfir-ßi+efr-a)j ^ then S = 0, < = 1 and a + a = 1

(mod 2), or 8 = 1, e = 0 and ß + r = 1 (mod 2), or 5 = t = 1 and a + ß + a+r = l

(mod 2). However, in any of these cases, /tjftj + v2vi = ® = r^S^ö + "6' Thus

the coefficients of y check.
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In a similar way, the coefficients of p and of n check, so that L is Moufang.

To see that L is not a group, x(yz) = (xy)z~1 = (xy)z5 4- (xy)z.

For future reference, we will denote this nonassociative Moufang loop found

in case l(Cj) by M24^G12« C2 x

Case l(c2).   (x, y) Sä Q, so that yx = xy3 = (xy)y2 = (xy)z3, and hence,

*y3xV=(xa+V+,v/3a.

Thus (5) becomes

(7) t(xay%r][(xV)z"] = (x'+V^ ^ +MT +VP.

where p and v are again as defined above.

Thus (7) gives the rule of multiplication for L, and L has the presentation

L = <x, y, *: x2 = y2 = z3; z6 = 1, [{xayß)zy][(xcryT)zp]

= (x "V* )z3^+ ^where p = (- l)CT+r+<7r and v = (- l)Qr+/3cr>.

It is again a straightforward, although somewhat tedious, matter to check

that L is a nonassociative Moufang loop, and the details will be omitted.

(Acutally, since z3 = z~3, the only difference between the check here and the

check for ^24^12' ^2 x ^4^ *s *n tne exponents of z which are not a coefficient

of Tj, y or p. These are 3/3a + 3at + 3(/3 + r)(a + 8) for (<z2>)(ca), and 3^8 +

3/3 (c+ S) + 3(j8 + t + e)a for [a {bc)]a, which are clearly equal.)

The Moufang loop found in case l(c2) will henceforth be denoted by

M2i{Gl2,Q).
We have now completed the discussion of Case 1, in which L contains an

element of order 6. By Proposition 5, L cannot contain an element of order 5

(since we are restricting attention to Moufang loops not of the form M2n(G, 2)), so

we now consider

Case 2. L contains an element x of order 4, but no element of larger order.

If L also contains an element y of order 3, then, from Table 1 and a knowledge

of cyclic groups, either |(x, y)| > 15, or (x, y)     CJ2 or G12. If |(x, y)| > 15,

then \L \ > 31,contrary to assumption; and if (x, y) gC12 or G12, then L contains an

element of order greater than 4, again contrary to assumption. Thus L can con-

tain no element of order 3, and so each nonidentity element of L must be of order

2 or 4. Since, by assumption, not every minimal set of generators of L contains

an element of order 2, there exist (by Corollary 3) x, y, z in L, each of order 4,

such that L = (x, y, z). Since each element of L is of order a power of 2, |L|

= 2* for some k [8, p. 415]. Since |L| < 31, we have \L\ < 16, so

16>|L| = |(x, y, z)\>2\(x, y)|>4|x| = l6.

Thus |L| = 16, and|(x. y>| = 8. (Similarly for any u, v e L, \(u. v)\ = 8 if \u\ = 4

and v 4 (u).)
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Thus (x, y) Ä C2 x C4 or Q. In either case, x2 - y2, and, by analogous

reasoning x2 = y2 = z2. Every element of L may be uniquely expressed in the

form (xayß)zy, 0 < a, ß < 1, 0 < y < 3, since |L| = 16, and there are 16 ele-

ments of this form which are easily seen to be distinct. Thus, as in case 1, we

need only determine how to multiply two elements of this form.

If w e L, then (w, x) = C2 x C4, D4, Q or C4. In any of these cases

wx2 = x2w, so x2 is in the Moufang center of L (i.e. it commutes with every ele-

ment of L). Since (x2)2 = x4 = 1, x2 is in the center of L (the intersection of

the nucleus and the Moufang center) [8, Lemma l].

Also, for each w e L, either w2 = x2 or w2 = 1.

As mentioned previously, (x, y) g C; x C4 or Q. Similarly for (x, z) and

(y, z). By symmetry, there are thus four cases that need be considered:

2(a) (x, y) Ot {x, z) ~ (y. z) Sä C2 x C4,

2(b) <*, y)a Q. <x. z> s <y. z> at C2 x C4,

2(c) <x, y) S C2 x C4, (x, z) at <y, z> at Q,

2(d) (x, y>Sä(x, 2>«(y, z) Si Q.

In cases 2(a) and 2Cb),

z(xy) = [z(xy)z]z) = [(Zx)(y2)k3 = [(x2)(y2)]2 . z2 = [x(2y22)]22

= [x(yz3)]z2 = x(yz)   (since z2 e center of L).

But L is not a group, so x(yz) ^ (xy)z and hence z(xy) ^ (xy)z.

In 2(a), |xy| = 2, so (xy, z) Sä C2 x C"4 or D4. But z(xy) £ (xy)z, so (xy,z ) Sä D4

and z(xy) = (xy)z-1.

Similarly, in case 2(b), |xy| =4 so (xy, z) Si C2 x C4 or Q. But z(xy) ^

(xy)z, so (xy, z) Si Q and again z(xy) = (xy)z~l.

Thus, in either case,

I (x yOz77     otherwise t

Defining /t, <f>, xjt and f respectively by

n-J-D", <£ = (-i)a/3, 0»(-i)(a^*r), „-(-i)w+^,

and recalling that x2 and y2 are in the center of L, we obtain

(8) uyxLxy   =uyw^vyn-

In case 2(a), this is equal to

(xay/3)[zMPi(xay^)(xCT-y-^)l] = [(*ay V^V^-y-*5)

= (z*^x2ay2'S)(xo"~ayr~'0) = z*/ip(xa+<Ty^+r) = (xa+cry^)z^fJ-p.

But ^ = (- 1)<*+^ = v, so (x^KxV)z"] = (xa+V.V. Thus
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[Note z2'5' = z-2'' so that the value of v does not effect the coefficient of y.]

Thus

L = <*, y, *: x2 = y2 = z2; z4 = 1; [(xay VlKxV^ = Wy**)*™ +Vp,

where p = (-l)or and * = (-l)af+^r>.

The check that L is a nonassociative Moufang loop is again tedious but

straightforward, and will be omitted. (Note that, since z4 = 1, we only need the

exponents of z in (ab)(ca) and [d.bc)]a to be congruent mod 4.)

In case 2(b), recalling that yx = xy3 = (xy)y2 = (xy)z2, and that z2 is in the

center of L, we see that (8) becomes

(x^tUVk"] = ixayß)[z'xp\{xayß)[{xar-ayT-ß)z2^tT-a)m

= [{xayß)zllp(xayß)][{Xcr-y~ VÄ<T" a)]

= [z*^(x2 ay 2^z2 ̂ IKx^ ayr-V #a " a)]

= z*^(Xa+CT'y'Ö+r)z2;8(0r"a)+2aye+4/S(O'~a) = Z*^(Xa+<ry'S+r)22'SO'

= (xa+0'yß*T)z'^ßP+2plCr = (Xa+<7y'S+^)2V':'+2,80'.

Thus, in a manner similar to case 2(a), we find that

[Note again that z2v0cr = z20a regardless of the value of v.] Thus

L = (x, y, z: x2 = y? = z2; z4 = 1; [(x^^Kx^y^] = (xa+yV +v'+2/3tr,

where p = (-l)07 and ^ = (-1)^+^).

Again the verification that L is a nonassociative Moufang loop will be

omitted.

In case 2(c), since (x, z) Si Q, |xz| = 4 and (x, xz) Sc Q. As in case 2(a),

(xy, z) must be C2 x C"4 or D4, and

z(xy) = [z(xy)z]z3 = [(zx)(yz)]z3 = [(xz3)(yz)]z3 = x(z3y) = x(yz) ^ (xy)z.

Thus z(xy) = (xy)z3. Consider (y, xz).

y(xz) = zz3[y(z3x)] = z[(z3yz3)x] = z(yx) = z(xy) = (xy)z3.

Also

(xz)y = [(xz)y]z • z3 = [x(zyz)]z3 = (xy)z3,.
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so y{xz) = (xz)y. Thus (y, xz) St C2 x C4. If we now choose x, xz, y as out

set of generators for L, we have {x, xz) St Q, (x, y) St (xz, y) St C2 x C4, so

case 2(c) is really the same as case 2(b). [if we do not realize that 2fc) is the

same as 2(b), and if we approach 2(c) in a manner similar to the way we did 2(a)

and 2(b), we find that the loop in 2(c) is presented by

L = (x, y, z: x2 = y2 = z2; z4 = 1; [Uay%r][(x<Tyr)^l = (*a+V V +vp,

where p = (-tfW and * = (-l)ar+/3<T>.

The isomorphism between the loops in 2(c) and 2(b) may be given by /: 2(c) —1

2(b), where f(x) = y, f(y) = z, f(z) = xy, but the verification that / is an isomor-

phism is quite messy. As this verification is not needed, it will be omitted. How-

ever, the fact that the loops in 2(b) and 2(c) are isomorphic, leads us to ask

whether any of the other loops we found are also isomorphic. This question will

be answered in the next section.]

The details of case 2(d) are very similar to those of cases 2(a) and 2(b) and

will for the most part be omitted. We again find that z(xy) = (xy)z-1, but this

time

(xV)z71 if 8.^0 (mod 2)j

'(x^y^z'71   otherwise (

Following through in a manner similar to the previous cases, we then obtain

[ixaM(«yw-(x^/*v*y+v«2/*

where v = (- l)""^ as before, but now ft = (- l)°'+r+or. Thus

L = (x, y, z: x2 = y2 = z2; zA = 1; [(x'A^Wl = W^^W"**.

where u = (-l)cr+r+<Tr and v = (-1)"+*).

Again it may be verified that L is a nonassociative Moufang loop.

It is worthwhile noting that the loop found in 2(d) is just the loop of units in

the Cay ley numbers.

This completes Case 2, but for future reference let us give the loops we found

names. The loop in 2(a) will be denoted by M16(C2 x C4); the one found in 2(b)

and 2(c) will be denoted by ^i6(C2 x C4, Q); and the one found in 2(d) will be

denoted by Alt6(ö).

All that remains to be done now in order to find all nonassociative Moufang

loops of order < 31 is to consider

Case 3. L contains no element of order greater than 3. Since we are assum-

ing that not all minimal sets of generators of L contain an element of order 2, L

must contain a minimal set of generators, each element of which is of order 3.
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From Lemma 1 and its corollaries, such a set of generators must contain exactly

3 elements x, y and z.

Let K = \g\geL, |g|=3l. Let g,,g2eK. By Table 1, (gv g2) S£ A4 or

C3 x Cy We can assume that x 4 (g,, g2). If (gj, g2) SS A 4, then, by Corollary

2) Kc?i« g2> x)l -      contrary t0 assumption. Therefore (gj, g2) = C? x Cj and

|gjg2| = 3. Thus, K is a commutative Moufang loop of exponent 3. Since x, y, z

e K, K= L. By [2, Theorem 10.1, p. 157], L is centrally nilpotent of order 33.

By Proposition 1, L is therefore a group.

Thus Case 3 gives rise to no nonassociative Moufang loops.

Having considered all possible cases, we may summarize our results in the

following theorem.

Theorem 2. The only nonassociative Moufang loops of order < 31 are those

given in Corollary 4, and the following:

I. Mj6(C2 x C4) L. M24(Gj2, C2 x C4)

J. M16(C2 x C4. 2)     M. M24(G12, ß)

K. M16(Q)

V. Some properties. In studying cases 2(b) and 2(c) above, we raised the

question of whether any of the loops are isomorphic. The answer is no. This is

most easily seen by considering the order structure of each of the loops. Table 3

summarizes these results, giving the number of elements of each order in each

loop.

Since isomorphisms preserve the order structure, the only possible isomor-

phism that could exist is between M16(Q, 2) and M16(C2 x C^). However, every

set of generators of Mj6(Q, 2) contains an element of order 2, while this is not

true for Mjg(C2 x C4), so none of the loops in question are isomorphic. [Note

that there are 5 nonisomorphic nonassociative Moufang loops- of order 16, and not

only 2 as had been previously suggested by the author [3, final paragraph].]

In fact, since isotopy of Moufang loops preserves order of elements, none of

the loops, with the exception of Ml6(Q, 2) and Ml6(C2 x C4), could be isotopic.

Thus each of the other loops is a G-loop (i.e. each loop is isomorphic to all its

loop-isotopes). (Actually MJ6(Q, 2) and Mi6(C2 x C4) are also G-loops. This

will be shown later.)

We now turn our attention to which of the M^-laws each of our loops satisfies.

A loop is said to satisfy the M^-law for some positive integer k if, for all a, b,

c e L,

(ab)(cak)=[a{bc)]ak.
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Table 3

Number of elements of order

M12(S3,2)

M16(Q, 2)

M16(D4>2)

M20(D5, 2)

M24U4, 2)

M24(D6, 2)

M24(G12, 2)

M28(D7, 2)

M16(C2 x C4)

M16(C2 x C4, Q)

M16(Q)

M24(G12. C2 x C4)

M24(G12' Ö)

9

9

13

15

15

19

13

21

9

5

1

7

1

6

2

6

10

14

12

18

Pflugfelder proved that a loop L satisfies the M^-law if and only if L is Moufang

and xk~l is in the nucleus of L for each x in L [10, Theorem 3]. She also

proved that if L satisfies the Mf-law and also the M^-law, then L satisfies the

Ai^-law, where d = 1 + (r - 1, s — 1), and hence that the set of all k for which L

satisfies the Mk law is determined by the smallest such k which is greater than

1 [10, Theorem l].

If d is the smallest such k, and if the Mrf-law is satisfied in a nontrivial

way (i.e. if xd~l £ 1 for at least one x in L), then L is called an M^-loop.

Otherwise, M is said to be strictly Moufang. We would like to investigate the

M^-law for the loops we found. We begin by finding their nuclei.

Theorem 3. If L = M(G, 2), then the nucleus of L is equal to the center o/G.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 1, we saw that a = gjxa, b = g2*^, c = gy\y

associate if and only if
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where v, = (- 1)*, H = (- l)a+^ v2 = (- 1)* H = (- l)*+/3 + r ß) _ (_ l)£+r

If g 2 *s in tne center of G, this becomes

g2     Ui g3 J    = «2     L«l «3        J *

Since //jVj = /z2/z3 = (~ l)a»        1 = fLiv2 = vl' tn*s becomes

„V2 M2    / ^3 "iVi
«1 «3   =t«l «3   " •

If ß = 0, then i/j = 1, and v2 = ft,, so we have equality. Thus if g2 is in the

center of G and ß = 0, then g2x   *s *n tne middle nucleus and hence the nucleus

of L.

Conversely, if g2x^ *s *n tne middle nucleus of L, taking gj = 1, y = 1 and

ct. = ß, we see that /tj = - fj and jij = - fi2 - 1 so that we must have

v. -v, -l-l v.
(«1 g2) =        «2 *    " «2^1 '

and thus g2 must be in the center of G.

But then, as in the first part of the proof, we must have

Of?)-<•?!,'• V«.
If ß - 1, then Vj = - 1 and v2 = —      so that

/ V2 ß2\    I -V2 "'V"1      M2 V2

But, since G is not abelian, this will not hold for all gj and gy Hence ß = 0.

Thus the theorem is proven.

Table 4 lists the loops of order < 31, their nuclei (which in each case turns

out to be identical with the center, although this will not be true in general), and

the value of d for which L is an M^-loop (if L is strictly Moufang, we write

d- 1).

Note that all the loops of order 16 are M^-loops, and hence extra loops [5,

Corollary 2], Thus in particular they are G-loops ([3, Theorem, l], or [6, Theorem

4]), so that Mj6(j3, 2) and M16iC2 x C4) are not isotopic.

Note also that M24(D6, 2) gives an example of a strictly Moufang loop with

a nontrivial nucleus.

As a final consideration, Table 5 lists the prototypes of all possible sub-

loops of our loops. (These were found by considering the subloops generated

by each possible collection of elements.)

Using this table, we see that all of our loops satisfy Lagrange 's theorem,

and they all have Sylow subloops for each prime dividing their order. Also, all

are seen to be solvable but only those of order 16 are centrally nilpotent [8, p. 415].

Note that Ml6(Q) is hamiltonian (see [2, Theorem 7.2, p. 87]).
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loop

loop

M,2(53, 2)

JM16(2. 2)

M16(D4, 2)

M20(D5> 2)

M24U4, 2)

MJ4(D6, 2)

W24(Gi2, 2)

M28(D7> 2)

M16(C2 x C4)

M,6(C2 x C4, Q)

M16(Q)

W24^G12* C2 X C4^

M24(G,2, ß)

normal

Table 4

nucleus (center) (3)

a c2

<*2>

1

<y2> - <z2> * C2

<y2> a c2

1

1

<y3>

<y3>

l

<x2) - (y2) _ <22) S C

<x2> _ <y2) _ <2J) a C;

(x2) - <y2> _ (22) at C

<x2> _ (y2) _ <z3) « C

(x2> - (y2) _ <z5> a C

Table 5

subloops

Mrf-loop

not normal

M12(S3, 2)

MI6(Ö. 2)

M16(D4, 2)

M20(D5, 2)

M24U4, 2)

M24(D6,2)

W24(G12, 2)

M28(D7, 2)

M16(C2 x C4)

M16(C2 x C4, Q)

M16(Q)

' M24^612' C2 X C4^

Af24(G12. e)

Sy C}

Q, D4. C4. C2 x C2, C2

^2 X ^2 X ^2* ^4* ^2 ^ ^2' ^2

C5

/44, C2 x C2

Dg, Af(Sj, 2), Cg, Sj, Cj, C2

G12, D6, Cj, C2

D7.C7

^2 X ^4' ^4* ^4* ^2

Q» ^ ^*4' ^4* ^2 * ^2' ^2

<?l2» ̂ 6' ^3' ^6' ^2

^2 ^ ^2* ^2

C2 x C2, C2

x G» x x C«* CT«*

C2 x C2 x C2, C2 x C2, C2

Sy ^4' ^2 ^ ^2

C?2 X ^2

^2 X ^2

~2

none

X C*4» C2 X       ^4» C*2

Ö. c4

(3) In A/2n(C, 2), {y, 2} denotes a minimal set of generators of G, in which y is of

maximal possible order. In the other loops, x, y and z refer to the presentation given

when the loop was first discussed.
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